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Three slates compete for S8~ offices
by Aaron Reichel and Jim O'Hare
The annual campaign for SBA
offices officially began Tuesday,
February 11 when twelve names

I
Kevin JOo,• ..,'I..v
were put in nomination-thus
creating a three-way _ race for

Interviews Available
each office. Each candfdate alongside McGregor are Brian
belonged to a ticket and there Sullivan 1A for Vice President,
The Advocate has conducted
were no independents in the Patsy Smithwick 1A for lengthy interviews with each one
running. Polling has been set for
of the twelve candidates. These
Monday and Tuesday, February
interviews are on tape and are
24 and 25. The three nominees
available at the Advocate office
for President of the SBA are
for anyone interested. Kevin Frawley, 2A, Mike Moore
All the candidates expressed
2B, and -Stu McGregor, 3E. The
belief in their own tickets, _and
slate headed by Frawley includes
"the ticket system generally, on
Bill Brennen 2A for Vice
President, Noel Caraccio 2A for
the theory that one can get more
done when working with people
Secretary, and Frank Allocca 2A,
you know to be dependable. The
for Treasurer. The Mike
Moore-Tang Team Ticket
voters, however, are free to split
includes Walt Pellegrini 2A, for
their tickets any way they
Stu McGregor, 3E
Vice President, Steve Donovan
choose. Advocate's. endorsement
2A, for Secretary and John Wolff, Secretary, and Steve Markstein and the statements of the
candidates appear on p. 4.
2 B, for Treasurer_ Running -2B for treasurer.
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Frawley
Kevin Frawley: Frawley feels
that a united student.....:body
could
.: ..-:-

Mike Moore, 2B
accomplish more than it has in
the past.
"I'd like to get the students
together. That's the only way we
can organize activities." He
favors a revived speakers
program and an improved lega,1
writing course. As to minority
groups, he says that there is a
problem, and it is a question of
funds. "I don't think there's
been much of an effort to find
Con't on following page

FLS Phonothon seek
$for special projects
Now is the time for all
Fordham iaw alumni to come to
the aid of the law school ... or
so the refrain goes at the
Phonothon, a telephone
solicitation of gifts for the Law
School Fund. The Law School
Fund is a completely separate
fund raising effort for the law
school, 8S distinct from that
made by Fordham Univer-sity,
according to Sean Driscoll,
Associate Director of
Development and Director of
Annual Giving at Fordham.
Although the economic forecast
is dim and tax time is fast
approaching, Driscoll is
optimistic about the success of
the Phonothon.
The personal solicitation
efforts of the Phonothon are in
addition to the three or four
fund raising appeals made by
mail throughout the year. The
-Phonothon is a follow-up to a
letter mailed in Janl:lary to the
8,000 alumni by Dean Joseph
McLaughlin. This letter notified
the alumni that a phone
campai-gn would soon ' be
conducted, reaching those who
had yet to dig deeply into their
pockets to make a gift to the law
school.
The first phonothon was run
last year by the Office of
Development together with the
help of law school students. This
year has seen a great deal of
alumni involvement in the
solicitation effort. There is a 30
member Fordham Law. Alumni
Association Committee on
Development, headed jointly by
Michael Stanton, a senior
litigator at Weil, Gotshal &
Manges, and by John Peloso, a
special trial counsel at the SEC,
which is actively working on the
Phonothon.
'
The evening of February 10,
- 1973 saw the start of the
Phonothon campaign which is to
run three weeks. The goal is an
open-ended one. A pledge of
$500 or more qualifies - the
contributor for the Dean's List,
while $100 or more means
membership in the Chapin
Memorial Fund. Lesser
contributions are certainly not
discouraged.
Dean Robert Hanlon

by Jane S. McMahon
.
_
personally approached the SBA, annual convention of the
the Urban Law Journal, the Law National AssociatiOn of Law ,
Review, BALSA, and Fordham Placement Directors. The
Law Women and requested that growing numbers of resource
each grQ.up encourage- its books in'the Placement Office
members to work at the are made possible by the Fund
Phonothon. Dean Hanlon was which also supplements other
particularly pleased with the special projeCts as well as
numbers of the Urban Law mailings.
Harriet Leahy, SA, ,vas cne
Journal star who agreed. to
work.
of the law students who worked The gifts which are solicited at the Phonothon on its first
are earmarked for various special evening. She encountered
projects at the.law school. In the generally favorable responses to
past the money has been used her calls. One response she
for the support of the Urban wasn't prepared for was that of a
Law Journal, student aid, the disgruntled alumnus who told
p I ace men t 0 f f ice , h~r: "I'm not giving another
(photo by Peter Sherman)
student/faculty research; the thing to \ that law school until Students phone alumni to raise funds for special law school projects.
library, and continuing legal they go back-to wearing ties and Left to right: George Akst 2B~ Mary Ellen Kris 2B, Harriet Leahy
education programs.
_ teaching Thomas Aquinas."
3A, Greg Milmoe 3A.
_

r:r;:}!'u;~~~J~i~g~:€t~~~~ Bomb threat raises question-

~~~~I:~d
j~~~:elY ~b/h~u~~~
contributions. He volunteered

that an estimated 80% of the
Law School Fund goes directly
to the students and the
remaining 20% is channeled to
the law school as an institution
or to the faculty.
Of interest is the fact that the
money allocated under the
heading of student/faculty
research subsidizes the research
of our faculty. Each faculty
member is entitled to 100 hours
of paid student work and the
law School Fund foots the bill.
This benefits the individual
student by affording him or her
valuable legal research
experience on a paid part-time
basis, as well as the professor.
The money from the Law;
School Fund has proved to be of
direct aid to the placement
office. The salary of a law
student who assisted Leslie
Goldman, Placement Director,
for a couple of months last Fall
was paid for by the Fund. An
. Alumni questionnaire, the first
survey made compiling all the
raw data for an employment
profile -of the Fordham law
graduate, was sponsored jointly
by the Placement Office and the
Alumni Office, and was funded
by these alumni gifts. The Fund
absorbs the cost of Ms.
Goldman's attendance at the

•

of school's sa~efy
m' easures
Tj
.

"
by Jim O'Hare
less reluctant to have the night Hanlon, there were at least five
A bomb threat phoned to the off. Within minutes of the persons· in private offices who
Dean's office forced evacuation announcement that classes were ~ere totally unaware that the
of the law school building cancelled, almost all of the three building was evacuated. ' This
midway through the 6 p.m. hundred or so people ha
could be tragic in a real
period Monday evening, vanished. Only a handful were emergency.
February 3, and resulted in the around twenty minutes later to
Secondly, the building has no
cancelling of classes the rest of see a second police car come in. public address system to advise
the evening. No bomb was After a very quick search the people how to proceed in an
found and the building was building was reopened.
emergency.
reopened at about 7:15 p.m.
While the students had been
Finally, had there- been a
At 6:20 p.m. an anonymous milling around waiting to see genuine emergency there could
male caller told Dean whether classes would be have been real confusion over
McLaughlin's secretary that a cancelled, there had been some how to get out of the building.
bomb was set to go off in the speculation. "Who would '-Only_one exit is obviou$: the
building betWeen 6:30 and 7 threaten Fordham?" "Are we so -main entrance. But if that were
p.m_ The Fordham security establishment that the Weather somehow obstructed there could
office was immediately underground would target us?" be some problems. The other
contacted. Security guards went Maybe it wasn't a revolutionary. entrance, the ground floor door
to classrooms and told people to "A nut?" a "disgruntled to 62nd Street at the east end of
leave the building. Students and student" unhappy with a recent the building, is locked by a chain
faculty calmly filed out into the grade? "A professor unhappy at 6 p.m. "each' night. The door
cold night air and stood on 62nd with student evaluations?"
next to the bicycle rack leading
Street across from the main
Despite the levity of some of to the yard south of the building
entrance.
the speculation, the event did is left open, but few people
A police squad car shortly suggest some potential problems. realize this. The - only other
arrived, and an officer said that
For one, .the school was means of egress is through the
the building would not be evacuated by word of mouth. back of the library.
reopened until it was checked The fire alarm bell system was
Dean Hanlon noted that the
out by the police bomb squad. not used. Guards went from procedure- followed in the
Not knowing how long this classroom to classroom. Not -February 3 incident was
might take, the professors only is this method determinedbyFordhamLincoln
present huddled and ' at 6: 45 . time-consuming, but guards did Center security chief, Mr. Leo.
reluctantly decided to cal\cel not go to individual offices or As to the alarm bells, a decision
classes for the rest of the more remote areas of the was made not to use them since
evening. The students seemed building. According to Dean
Can't on following page
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by Jane S. McMahon alternative topic, subject only to
the limitation that it be within
the field of public utility
regulation. For the rules
governing the competition and
for further information, contact
the ABA Public Utility Writing
Competition, Suite 502, 1828 L
Street, N.W. , Washington,
D.C.20036.
.

Public Interest Job Information
The Harvard Placement
Center has compiled an excellent
catalogue qf public interest job
offerings throughout the
country. The catalogue is
actually in the form of responses
to a pro bono questionnaire sent
out by Harv;ard to consumer
research centers, Nader projects,
environmental law institutes,
public interest law firms and Minority Recruitment
The Minority Recruitment
govern merit sponsored poverty
law programs. Leslie Goldman, Committee is beginning its drive
Placement Director, has just to encourage ·more minority
receivl!d up1dated entries and students to apply to the law
additions to the Harvard school. Committee members
questionnaire, which is available plan to get advertising in college
in the Fordham Placement and minority newspapers, to
$rite public service
Office.
announcements for television
and radio and to speak at local
Metcalf Honored Again
Addison M. Metcalf, Faculty colleges. Anyone interested in
Clerk, received an award from working on the CoIhmittee
the Fordham Law Revie,w for his should contact Rich Spooner,
constant loyalty and 3B, at (212) 850-0624.
distinguished service. The award The Council of New York Law
was presented at the Law Associates
Review Christmas Party. Father
Membership in the Council of
Finiay , President of the N. Y. Law Associates is open to
University, the Honorable all New York lawyers, law
William H. Mulligan, and Dean students and para-professionals.
Joseph McLaughlin attended the The Council's purpose is to help
award presenta.tion. Earlier this public spirited groups in New
year the SBA granted Mr. York City which are unable to
Metcalf an honorary SBA afford to hire legal counsel by
membership for his long service providing such groups with
volunteer legal services. Council
to Fordham Law School.
New Moot Court ~ Selected members with defined interests
Newly selected Moot Court and expertise in certain areas of
Board members are . Ronnie the law are matched with groups
Dillon, 2B, Editor in Chief; which need that type of legal
Andrew Janszky, 2B, Research help. Areas where volunteers are
Editor; Hank White, 2A, often needed are: civil liberties
and first amendment rights,
Managing Editor.
Other new members of the conservation and preservation of
Board are Skip Kenny, 2A; Mary natural resources , consumer
Roach, 2B; Leila. Boukamel, 2A; problems, women's righ ts,
Mike Nardotti, 2A; and Renee welfare and housing.
Membership (at $10 .. a year)
Tooley,3E.
includes a newsletter detailing
Another Moot Court volunteer opportunities.
The Council has other aspects
Competition
A moot court competition to it as well; it has a basketball
will be held at 'Buffalo Law league, sponsors a travel
School. Sixteen law schools will program, publishes materials
be participating in the such as "ShOUld you
competition and the problem to incorporate?" and "Practicing
be argued will be a tax problem. law in New York City." In
All briefs must be submitted by addition , the Council has a
March 21. Anyone interested monthly column in the New
can sign up on the Moot Court York Law Journal which has a
,public interest tone.
Board door on the third floor.
Of interest is the
ABA Essay Contest in Public Demonstration Observation
Panel which has been in effect
Utility Law
The ABA Section of Public now for three years. Volunteers
Utility Law's second student for this program must be lawyers
essay ' contest offers awards of who are trained by the police in
$500, $250, and $100 for three tkeir techniques for control of
top winners. The contest has a mass demonstrations and who
closing deadline of April 1. The are familiar with the protection
topic is . "Comp~tition as a .of one's civil liberties afforded
Government Policy Applicable by the law. These lawyers then
to Public Utility Regulation." attend demonstrations to
However, the rules provide that observe evidence of police
con tes tants may select an brutality or harassment and

incitement of the police.
For information on the
Council's activities call Df>borah
Seidel at the Council, 972-9370.
Leslie Goldman, Placement
Director, is now a member of
the Council and students
interested in reading the
Newsletter will find copies in the
Placement Office.
J URI SCAN-Computerized
Placement
Members of the American Bar
(photo by Bob Grant)
Association's Law Student
Division (ABA-LSD) now have The Tang Team slate in SBA election:
the opportunity to take part in a From left: John Wolff for Treasurer, Steve Donovan for Secretary,
computerized job-search" Walt Pellegrini for Vice President and Mike Moore for President.

3 slates compete
~~h g~a~~~~~~altolis~~ngm~:c~:! for SBA offices
f:~gra?~~de~:;tinc~nthi~st~~~~;

quaitflcatlons and job
preferences in a national pool of

.

.

•

related employers. Now large
numbers of students can
discover at low cost and with
minimal time and effort
employers who are searching for
someone just like them.
ABA-LSD members pay a $5 fee
for a good faith effort 'by
JURISCAN to provide
information about jobs that
e-l{ist,
employers list their
openings with the service.
For further information,
contact Nick Letizia, Fordham's
ABA-LSD representative or
write to JURISCAN, ABA, 1155
East 60th Street, Chicago, Ill.
60637.
Law School Enrollment Reaches
Record Level
Law school enrollment at
A B A approved law schools
reached a record level this year.
According to an ABA study,
110,713 students, .an increase of
four per cent from last year's
106,102 figure , registered for
the 1974-75 term. The total
more than doubles the 54,265
enrollment figure of a decade
ago.
Women make up one-fifth of
this total. The number of
women studying law has
increased nine times that of 10
years ago.
In addition, 8,333
minority-group students enrolled
this year, an increase of 731
from last year. Minority-group
students comprise 7.5 per cent
of the total.

as

Legal Aid Seeks Volunteers
Because the law school did
not reinstate the clinical legal aid
program, tqe Legal Aid Society
is seeking volunteers to represent
welfare clients at fair hearings
an d to handle other legal
matters . Anyone interested
should contact Less Goldblatt,
Legal Aid's Clinical Program
Director, at (212) BA7-2755.

Con'tfrompagel

these funds." He argues that the
fact that there are more women
on Law Review, percentage wise,
is evidence that the
administration has a higher
admission standard for women
than men. He favors a student
voice in hiring professors, and
feels the faculty is not diverse
enough. "I was disillusioned
when I found that Fordham was
dedicated to getting people onto
Wall Street," and he feels this
comes from the fact that the
faculty is heavily loaded in favor
of commercial areas. "I'd like to
see more people here in the civil
rights field, consumer-oriented."
Frawley is a class officer and
me m ber of the orientation
committee.

McGregor
Stu McGregor: Stu McGregor,
the only night school student
running this time around, is head
of the now-incorporated student
co-op bookstore. McGregor
emphasizes a hard-working SBA.
His ticket favors a student
directory funded by
advertisements, course and
professor critiques and more
varied social activities.
McGregor finds fault in the
cafeteria situation. As a night
student, he argues that he can
best represent that segment of
the school. "Night students are
the 'step-children' of the
school."
Caution
Please note that the above are
mere excerpts from very lengthy
interviews. In no way do they
represent the whole spectrum of
any candidate's ideas. Anyone
wanting to know more can
contact the candidates or listen
to the taped interviews.

Moore
Mike Moore: "I'd like to see
the SBA act affirmatively for the
student interest generally." He
cites as examples placement and
the library. Moore feels that the
minority enrollment is increasing
in an objective manner and does
not favor affirmative action.
Moore brought the Tang Team Con't from p. 6
Beer drinking contests to policy, next year's first . year
Fordham. Tang, he feels , has students may hear from the
helped to get people together. committee . before this time or
"Talking with students from later in the summer. It was
first, second and third year gave noted, however, that the student
us a lot of feedback about what accepted at a late date had a
Tang was, or what it smaller chance to receive a
represented. It's sad . .. but the scholarship than one accepted
thing they liked about Tang earlier.
most of all was that it was one
A list of the various
of the few times that they really scholarships, by title, is given iIi.
felt any direct relationship with the law school catalogue. Most
the SBA."
. of these are part of the large
Since the SBA helped Tang fund divided up and distributed
start, Moore feels that one of the by the Scholarship Committee .
important functions of the SBA ' The GAPF AS forms are due in
is to provide funds for students PrincE1ton by March 1st.
and special interest groups who Procrastinators will be pleased to
come to it and request funding know that frequent train service
for a good idea.
is availabl~ daily from Penn
Station.
.

Fin. Aid

80m"

threat

Con't from page 1

(P~oto '?y ~pb Grant,
.
.
,
The McGregor slate:
From left: Patsy Smithwick for Secretary, Steve Markst'ein for The Frawley team:
Treasurer, Stu McGregor for President and Brian Sullivan for Vice From left: Noel Caraccio for 'Secretary, Frank Alloca for Treasurer,
Kevin Frawley for President and Bill Brennan for Vice Preside~t.
President.

such an · alarm automatically
alerts the fire department. Since
threats are so often groundless, a
mere threat is generally not
considered sufficient to bring in
a whole fire company. As for the
situation concerning exits, Mr.
Leo stated that the fire
regulations are met at an times.
Mr. Leo said that the ground
floor door is locked at night for
security reasons. A "break
away" dOQr which allows
emergep·cy
exit is. being
considered for that door, but.
such a door would prevent
students from enter~ng.
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Pri'lacy act permits
easier recorCi access

by Sandy SIegal
The Privacy Law is also procedures are still ad hoc and
The 93rd Congress passed
legislation designed to protect a concerned with preventing discretionary. They are neither
student's privacy and afford him . unauthorized access to a codified nor published; yet
access to his official records. The student's records. Students must publication is the central
Family Educational Rights and be notified specifically who is requir€ment of the new Law.
Privacy Act, P.L. 93-380, was allowed to see their recor.ds. Until final procedures are
passed in November, 1974. It Under the Law unrestricted adopted, good faith compliance
provides procedures for a access is limited to school with the Law surely requires
student's access to his files, and personnel, and named public notice of present
access by others. ' It also government law enforcement procedures. When the Univp.rsity
mandates a hearing to resolve agencies. The school may not · eventually promulgates its
any claims of error.
release the student's records to permanent guidelines, it will
The possibility for error does anyone else without his written again be up to the student body
exist. In December a curious consent.
to make sure that the procedures Ad~~ions Committee: in charge of ruling on all applications for
Fordham student decided to
The last pertinent provision live up to the mandates of tIle admlSSlo'!... are, from left: Assistant Dean William Moore, Professor
Constantine Katsoris and Professor John Calamari.
.
look at his records. In his file he of the act is the most important. Law.
discovered an erroneous letter It provides that the school "shall
containing a notice of expulsion. establish appropriate
This was the first he had heard procedures" to implement these
about this. Eventually he was rights, and shall notify the
able to correct the matter. Had students about them on an
the student been less curious, annual basis. This amounts to a
this potentially damaging error positive command that the
might have remained on his school publish procedures for
and a majority vote determines parliamentary form of
the exercise of the rights stated
records.
by Edward Wallace
the applicant's fate. Dean government," Moore said, "and
above.
Only
when
specific
"Slightly
conservative."
is
Having heard this episode,
McLaughlin
has the final say, that doesn't affect his or her
another student decided to look procedures for access, hearing . Director of Admissions William but Moore acknowledged that chances." .
J.
Moore's
description
of
and
correction
are
published,
'
at his file. Before he could
Mpore said that the question
any serious disagreements are
discover that everything was in ' will the student be assured that Fordham Law School. He discussed.
was on the application before he
his
rights
will
not
depend
on
the
screens
every
application
to
the
order he had to pioneer through
Minority applicants are took over Fordham admissions
the 'wilderness of newly p 0 s sib I e vag a r i e s 0 f Law School and now is his busy considered separately but but he did not want to see it
administrative
discretion.
time
of
year.
instituted' interim regulations on
Dean Hanlon and Dr.
Moore evaluates each women are not. "If an applicant deleted altogether. He did say
file inspection.
Cammarosano,
University
Vice
application
and makes a is Hispanic or Chinese it is fairly the question might be better if it
A directive posted on the
easy to tell that from his name" asked whether an applicant
door of the registrar indicates President, were undecided about recommendation. "Grades count Moore said, "but Blacks a~e believed in the violent overthrow
Fordham's
plan
to
comply
with
a
little
more
than
LSAT
scores,"
that files may be inspected only
harder to discover." Moore felt of the government.
after a studen t files a "request to the Law. Dr. Commarosano said Moore disclosed. And the that such information was
is
waiting
for
the
application
essays
are
thoughly
the
University
He also felt that an
inspect" form in triplicate. Such
usually in the application
forms are not available at the national association of college read, although they are more somewhere and hastened to add applicant's arrest record was
registrars to draw up model effective in keeping applicants
Law School.
that many minority students did relevant to his application to law
At the registrar's office in procedure s, hopefully this out, than in aiding their not need any special school. NYU and Columbia ask
only for convictions. Moore said
Lowenstein, the student is told Spring. The University then admission.
expects to adopt them, and they
"We depend less on numbers consideration.
that arrests without convictions
the records are at the law school
When
asked
if
any
the 3 forms are not · necessary: will be binding on all branches, than the other schools do," said recruitment effort was made to did not prejudice a student's
and that the university registrar including the Law School. Dean Moore, "I try to size a person up attract minority students or ch an ces but felt arrest
knows nothing about the Hanlon was asked whether it from his essay." He is on the students from outside the information was important to
procedure for inspecting Law might not be better for the Law lookout for troublemakers, the metropolitan area Moore noted, ascertain.
School to have its own "types who want constant
School files.
Fordham undergraduates do
procedures. He said that the Law change." Moore says he is "We send a bulletin to anyone
When an this was explained School could request definitely not interested in who requests it."
have a sympathetic ear in Dean
Moore admits that Fordham Moore but he said, "We don't
to the Law School registrar, the modifications if this was deemed radicals, but adds that
file was furnished in a matter of necessary.
outspoken students might fit the will probably remain a local law admit a fixed per cent like I'm
moments.
Since promulgation of bill. "After all, " he said, "a school. He feels that since
told Georgetown does."
In
the
file were University procedures lies lawyer has got to be able to Fordham canno~ offer a
recommendations from college somewhere off in the future, we stand up and express himself." "complete package," that is,
Religious background plays
professors, an application for are unable to measure them
After Moore makes his .room and board, students from
admission and admissions against the law's requirements. recommendation the application the "outlands," just won't come. no part in the admissions
Perhaps the most decision Moore said and 4e flatly
notations : Fortunately, no Dean Hanlon was asked about the is sent to either Professor
expulsion letters had found their ' procedures that the Law School Calamari or Professor Katsoris, controve rsia l aspect. of denied that Fordham had any
way into the file.
.
is presently following. He stated the faculty members of the admissions are the questions anti-Ivy League bias or that the
Mistakes, however, do occur. that the Law School has always admissions commitee. If they peculiar to the Fordham Law School played favorites
The best way to discover them is provided access to the records
agree on an acceptance , the application. Many students are with applicants from Catholic
to give the person immediately that "the Law School has don~ application is forwarded to Dean surprised to be asked whether Colleges~ He explained the high
affected, the student, access to in prior years what the Law now M c L aug h lin for fin a I they believe in the present form proportion of Catholic College
his own files. This is one of the requires." But even if the Law consideration. Ie" either faculty of government of the United admissions by suggesting that a
aims of the new Law. It' is also School's past procedures do member disagrees with Moore, States. "Occasionally somebody high per cent of applications
important that procedures for essentially comply, those then the other member reads it says they woul~ prefer a were from those schools.
access and correction be stated
publicly.
Public Law 93-380 declares
A close-up view of the
that each school must establish
Fordham admissions system
procedures for giving students '
reveals that it is not run by the
access to their official .records.
heartless staff of computers
Access must be granted withi'n a
which many students envision.
reasonable time, not to exceed
For the student who doesn't
essential
to
the
creation
of
the
45 days. Students may obtain
Should the m~re possession
on the judge to make good the
have
the "numbers" to be
"complete advocate. "
copies of their records. ' of a la~ degree?entItie a lawyer to
advocate's presentation.
admitted to Columbia or N. Y. U.
Confidential letters of appear 10 court.
Kaufman proposed a
the personalized approach of
con tin u i n g - dialogue to
recommendation, however, if
Last year at the Fourth ann~al
Fordham admissions may tip the
the
medical
profession
Using
placed in the records prior to So~nett Lecture, ~hle.f determine ways to improve the
balance.
as
an
example,
he
suggested
that
Jan. 1, 1975, will not be JustIce Warren Bu~ger SaId It standards oflegal advocacy.
Responding to Kaufman's interaction between the
available, providing "the letters s?ould not and pom.t~d . to the
suggestion, Dean Monroe practitioner and the student
are not used for purposes other ,;rtues of the BntJs~ legal
For the student who was a
than those for which they were system as an alte.rnatI~e. ~n
Freedman , published, "The should be increased. The young
campus
activist, who espoused
lawyer
would
obtain
experience
intended." Parents' financial England only la:"'Y ers tramed 10
Myth of British Superiority,"
records , and the student's leg~1 advocacy, namely
which challenged Burger's in much the same way that a militant causes or who in Dean
medical _ records are also off bamsters, appear before the Bar. assertion that the British system medical intern learns to deal Moore's words, "is always trying
with patients under the watchf~l to promote change," Fordham
limits.
The Right Honorable Lord produces a better trial lawyer.
will be unattainaple, even with
eye
of an experienced doctor.
Widgery
Burgers British _ Lord Widgery took ~ le~s ri~id
Th e La w requires the school
the right numbers.
t' t .
t'
th
approach than Burger, mdlCatmg
to establish a procedure for a coun erpar, 10 presen 109
e that there are advantages to both
, , h ear i n g . . . . • t 0 annual Sonnett lecture in Pope ' systems.
The Widgery address also had
When asked about the challenge .... records on. the Auditorium on January 6, 1975,
a political aspect. Because of his most unusual applicatiotl essay
"It
is
where
we
can
learn
ground that they are inaccurate, . did not go so far in extolling' the
active role in the dispute in
from each other that a useful Northern Ireland, it was feared he k~of, Dean Moore recalled
misleading, or otherwise British system.
the essay~f one applicant who
dialogue begins," he said.
inappropriate." In addition the
Shortly after the issue of trial
that the lecture would be
Widgery noted that in both disrupted by supporters of the was not admited. "This fellow
school must inform the students lawyer competency was raised
countries, formal schooling is Catholics in Northern Ireland. wrote that he had been in the
about the type of records kept, by Justice Burger, Judge Irving
necessary to give the future trial Publicity was deliberately limited forefront of a campus movement
the information contained, and Kaufman of the Second Circuit,
lawyer
a basic knowldge of "first to prevent such disruption. to bring his school into the
the official in charge . of the in a speech to the New York
t wen t i' e t h e e n t u r y •
principles. "
records. Finally, tile school must County lawyers Association
According, to Dean Hanlon, Unfortunately, a fe~ builetin..
he
suaeste4,
that
TheJeafter,
make '-known its procedures for said that a vast Increase in
-however, the.. was only a minor . bad to .•
burned \. in the
ru.i.ewt·nl reeords, and' IWptioo tempts a litiptor to do _p ractieal skills, gained only disturbance.
procea."
expaaaInt moD. .
'his job leu skillfully and to rely tb,roulh experience., were '

Admissions policy:

Committee avoids,activists

Quality of trial advocate

theme at Sonnett lecture

I
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The endorsement
Three qualified candidates, Kevin Frawley, 2A, Michael Moore, 2B, and
Stuart McGregor, 3E, are running for SBA' president. Each has devoted
time to the law school, and each has shown an ability to get worthwhile
programs implemented.
McGregor, however, is the most qualified for the office. He has served
as president of his class for three years. He has worked actively on the
student faculty committee for three years and has established the student
book coop as an effective student seryice. He has demonstrated his ability
to deal with the administration and to put student proposals into effect.
Frawley worked closely with Bill .Brennan, 2A, who is running with hin
for vice-president, on the well run freshman orientation program. He is
also a class officer of 2A. In his interview with The Advocate, he showed
sensitivity to and awareness of the problems of minorities and women. He
thought th~t the school should increase recruitment and admission of
both groups. McGregor, on the other hand, was generally uninformed
about admission of minorities. McGregor later said that he favored
recruitment of minorities, but he did not -think that minority students
should be given a break in admission itself.
Frawley also thought that the faculty was too heavily concentrated
with attorneys with "Wall Street" backgrounds and greatly oriented toward

Candidates respond
Such a change is essential in achieving a
base of support for student proposals.
There is a fundamental difference
Regarding the second role of the
between the function envisaged for S.B.A .. as a means for effectuating student
student government by The Advocate and proposals, it is clear that presently the
the function that I believe the S.B.A. most pressing student concern is for
should pi ay: The Advocate believes the improved placement services. The
::l.B.A. should thrust itself forward in a Placement Office needs not only
crusade to bring an ill-defined concept of additional staff and spatial expansion, it
social justice to Fordham. Such an needs to show increased concern for the
approach has resulted in The Advocate's ' entire student body. A step in this
repeated failure to critically analyze direction is the hiring of a di.rector solely
existing problems in the law school. Any concerned with the placement needs of
attempt to have the S.B.A. operate in I evening students. An evening placement
the manner which The Advocate espouses director would also partially relieve the
is masturbatory, and while not doubting burden on the present staff. .
the appeal to its participants, I must
The third role of the S.B.A., to aid in
reject it as ultimately infertile.
our professional development, is sorely
I see the S.B.A. , as having three neglected and as a result it is easy to
functions : first, to promote and foster- adopt a "trade school mentality". It is
our common identity as law students by important to re-institute the S.B.A.
developing a sense of community within lectures by bringing in attorneys of
the law school; second, to act as a diverse viewpoints who can discuss
'
conduit for student , proposals by having current legal questions.
an efficient organization which can
Unless student participation in student
establish an effective working relationship government at Fordham increases, very
with the administration; third, to sponsor little will ever be changed. In achieving
activities which aid in our professional the participation it is important that
development.
committees of the S.B.A., e.g. the library
This year in an attempt to create a committee and the placement committee,
core of student unity removed from the be jolted out of their present dormant
competition of the classroom, I propose'd states and become vital centers of student
and organized the Tang activities. These impact.
activities were probably the few times
I hope that you will give the entire
when students had an opportunity to get Tang Team slate the opportunity of
. together outside the classroom. The many putting our ideas into action and
students who participated in Tang attempting to make Fordham a more
changed the concept of Fordham as an amenable environment for our social and
impersonal building to a group of people. professional development.

Statement of Michael Moore

oomm~cial~~fu~iliti~,~~~d~~alb~~m~~~~w~-----------------------------~

Review to enable second year students who perform well to qualify.
In The Advocate interview, however, Frawley did not appear
determined ~ put these views into effect. Rather he intends to work on
various student services and especially plans to set up a better legal writing
program and to improve placement. (Placement was cited by all
candidates for all offices as the major concern.)
Since McGregor, however, has already demonstrated more than any
other candidate his ability to provide worthwhile student services, and
since Frawley did not appear determined to effectuate his views by
working to change admission policies, hiring' poiicies or Law ' Review
policies, The Advocate has endorsed McGregor.
Moore has organized the Tang Team, which is easily the most popular
social event ~ appear at the law school. Moore favored the instituting of a
student hiring committee, which would have a purely advisory voice in
hiring. Moore also has some very sound practical ideas: for example,
getting a change machine in the library to provide students better access
to the xerox machines. The Advocate, however, disagrees with Moore's
position on minority admissions-Moore feels chat the school should not
attempt to recruit minority applicants.
Although The Advocate has endorsed a candidate and believes that the
other two candidates are of relatively high calibre, none of the candidates
planned to work actively on major policy )roblems confronting this urban
law school. They see the SBA mainly as a service organization; none
evidenced a strong determination to:
• increase minority admissions ,

Statement of Kevin Frawley

I would like to thank The Advocate
for giving me this opportunity to
comment on their editorial remarks and
to express some of my views on student
government at Fordham.
The success or failure of the Student
Bar Association depends on the amount .
of interest shown by the students and
their degree of participation in programs
sponsored or supported by the SBA. For
general school functions such as
Orientation,-the annual dance and others
the formula for success is simply a
hard-working team of students. It is a
different matter when the issue is a
change in administration policy. There, in
my opinion, the collective voice of the
student body must be raised so as to
convince those capable of implementing a
change that it is both needed and desired
by the students. This is easier said than
done. The academic pressures of law
school combined with the fact that all
students commute makes the problem of
effectuating changes in school policy a
very large one.
There are several areas where changes
in policy should be pursued. With regard
. to a student voice in faculty hiring, I feel
we are dealing with a two.edged sword.
On the one hand, I do not thin law
students are sufficiently qualified to pass
on the professional capability of a given .
applicant to teach a particular course. On

• make the faculty more pluralistic hy getting a student voice in the
hiring process.
• eliminate the "numbers" admission ' licy
• liber~e admission requ.irements
,aw Review to cut down that
body's elitism
• develop innovative community ba, . ~1inical programs.
Statement of Stu McGregor
Perhaps this perception of a narr '.f SBA role is a reflection of that
- .
organization's past perfmmance. Ped :.ps it reflects the law school's trade
I would like to take this opportunity
school atmosphere. In any event, to make this urban school a dynamic to present my views on why a slate or
institution devoted to justice throll"!; law for the community, the SBA ticket is important. First, all of us have
agreed on what we wish to accomplish
and the SBA president must take an ..l" civist, policy oriented role.

The endorsement represents the opinion of the Editorial Board. Ed
Wallace, layout editor, and Terry 0 'Rcuke, business editor did not
participate in this ediJorial decision.
The Advocate did not endo
candidates for vice-president, treasurer
and secretary because of di . ·iculty of distinguishing among highly.
qualified candidates for positii .., with limited responsibilities.
l : .'

0 0RRECTIONS
• A statement was made in our last issue that Dean McLaughlin was one of Mr.
Marino's students. The Dean has informed us that he had taken the PLI course.
• Representatives of two of the Bar Review courses offered in New York State
were quoted in our last issue as having stated that Fordham's past rate on the New
York Bar Exams last year was the highest in the state. Brooklyn Law School has the
highest pass rate.
• In our last is'sue, Don Kennedy was credited with throwing the winning
touchdown pass for 3B against 3A. We have been informed that the launching pad for
that particular pigskin projectile was actually Tim "TD" Do.wd.

the other hand, students should be
granted a voice in deciding the specific
courses to be taught. This necessarily
~mplies a voice in determining the
ideological composition of the faculty,
With regard to minority admissions, it
is important for us to recognize the needs
of this community. This requires a
commitment ~o proYiding quality legal
education to those who, in the past, have
not been able to obtain it. This view
definitely includes women and is by no
means 'limited to Blacks and Hispanics.
I have no blueprint for achieving these
ends at this time, but, contrary to the
interpretation of this publication, I am
determined to effectuate the above-cited
goals.
It is generally agreed that Placement
services at Fordham do not meet the
needs of all the students. They are
adequate for some, especially those with
high academic qualifications, but are
decidedly inadequate for those with th .~
greatest need of them. It is essential that
all students be apprised of the many
avenues and options ' available within the
legal professioij. This, in my opinion, is
the proper function of the Placement
Office and it is not being carried out. I
propose an expansion of the facilities
presently in existence so as to provide the
widest range of ' services to the greatest
number of students.
For these and other programs, I ask
for your supl!.0rt.

objective . is not only to institute the
programs outlined below, but to find '
S?lutions to the problems that arise
before we bring them to the attention of
the administration or faculty.
OBJECTIVES FOR 1975 -1976
1. Publish a student directory with
advertising which would be free to
students but would also generate
funds to be used for · the two most
serious problems of PLACEMENT
and CAREER PROGRAMS.
2. Establish and publish a valid, objective
critique of courses and professors
which would in effect give the
student a voice in the tenure and
curriculum procedures of the faculty.
3. Create more varied social activities
including a dinner dance with a
nationally known speaker in . the legal
field.
4. Improv~ ca~eteria conditions.

and how responsibilities will be .delegated.
Brian' Sullivan is president of 1A and in
the past year offered a resolution for
increased security in the library. Patsy
Smithwick, lA, has work experience
which will be a valuable asset in trying to
put out our student directory and in
opening better lines of communication
within the law school. Steve Markstein is
president of 2B and a Law Review
member. He has been involved in SBA for
two years and just recently took it upon
himself to investigate the xerox situation
in the library. He is presently putting
together a proposal which could mean a
return to the five cent copy.
Second, not only has our ticket proven
its experience and interest, but. having 5. Aid the administration in formulating
schedules both for courses and exams.
representation from first year, second
year and the evening school insures that 6. Continue- present programs such as
funding student organizations, exam
we will get input and be responsive to the
reproduction, Blue Cross, lockers, etc.
problems of the entire law school. Our
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Reggae 'lie has cult apJI8al
by Mark Lichtblau

"Joan of the Mill," 1909 by Lewis W. Hine from the G. Eastman
House in Rochester, N.Y., which was part of the International
Photography Center's first eXhibit.
._

Analysis:.

In 1974, moviegoers saw the,
American dream move
northward to Canada with
"Duddy Kravitz." As most other
fiims about the American dream
have done, "Duddy" showed the
ultimate tragedy and emptiness
of the lives of those who pursue
this ethic.
'Some years ago;- this ethic
moved south to Jamaica in "The
Harder They Come," a low
budget film with an interesting
variation on this admittedly
overdone theme.
Ivanhoe Martin, the hero of
the film, makes his way from the

mango plantations in the that. Of course, the PQlice catch
mountains of Jamaica to Ivan and kill him in a shoot-in
Kingston to seek his fortune. In on a beach.
short order he is relieved of his
Ivan does win on an individual
worldly goods, thrown out of his levee however. His death makes
mother's house, and sent off on him what his life never could-a
his own to make his way as best hero, a legend, a star.
he can.
The film is, admittedly,
The Kingston that Ivan must unsophisticated. It is perhaps
confront is 'not the city of this simplicity, almost naivete,
sparkling beaches and luxurious that gives the film its appeal. It
hotels that the tourist sees. It is is a 1970's answer to the Errol
a city where most of the people Flynn movies that taught Us to
live in houses that can be kicked love the glamorous - outlaw, a
in by a child, where any given . distinctly American hero in film.
morning will find five or six
"The Harder .They Come,"
dead bodies in an alley behind a directed by Perry Henzell, is a
dance hall in shantytown, where film that can only be called
legitimate employment is scarce delightful on all counts, The
even for those few who can read music, as with everytping else in
and write.
the film, is native Jamaican.
Broke and hungry, Ivan Jimmy Cliff gives the role of
eventually takes employment Ivanhoe .Martin a perfect
with an influential preacher, one
treatment. When it was first
of whose wards Ivan courts and released in 1973, the film did
consti tuen'ts.)
one of whose other employees not meet with critical acclaim,
he stabs in a fight over a bicycle.
Holmes' View
but has been playing to capacity
Peter Holmes does not see the After he is released from prison,
crowds for years at theaters
decline of the SBA as evidence Ivan realizes the first step in his
that cater to cult moviegoers,
that there is no need for it. He dream to rise out of his
notably the Elgin and the First
points out that routine and birthright of poverty; under the, Avenue Screening Room.
mundane as they are to organize, aegis of the one man who
As one familiar with Jamaica,
programs such as Orientation, controls the industry in the
specifically
Kingston, the one
Blue Cross, and the Student country, Ivan makes a record. '
thing I found most striking
Directory serve very valid and Rather than making him 'il star,
about the film . is that it is
important functions. In . however, this brings him only
completely possible. The quest
addition, the SBA is valuable in twenty-five dollars.
for stardom, the dream of going
Disillusioned with legitimate
assisting other activi~ies. The
from rags to riches no longer
SBA divvies up the cash for most ways of "making it," Ivan turns
exists
in America, but it is alive
student groups, . including the to Jamaica's other _ major
and well in , Jamaica, where the
,A:dvocate, ' BALSA, FLW, and industry, the growing and export
best ganja in the world is sold
even the Tang Team Drinking of ganja, the most powerful
for $2 an ounce in the streets of
competition. "I can't think of marijuana in' the world. He soon
Kingston by people who can't
any group that came to the SBA finds opportunity for
even read or write. People whose
with a legitimate budget request advancement scarce in this
only hope of change in status is
that didn't g~t something," says business also. Word of his
the Jamaican dream, becoming a
Vj ce £resident Ed McKenna. In discontent soon reaches the one
reggae star. In fact, the shooting
.'addition, the SBA lends its man at the top of the business, a
of the movie was delayed on
facilities to these groups. The highly placed police official,
several occasions until various
SBA c'an also serve a valid social who decides to teach him his
members of the cast or crew
function by sponsoring parties place by a short stint in prison.
were released from jail.
Memories of prison fresh in his
and even an occasional dance.
Of course, Ivanhoe Martin's
'
mind, Ivan elects to kill the
dream is not our dream.
policeman sent after him rather
Twentieth century ' Ametica will
Image Problem
than experience it again.
not admit of' an overnight trip
But despite all the pluses and
In his battle with the police
from rags ' to riches. But it was
minuses of the SBA, it is clear and the power machinery of the
our dream once, all of us. Ti',at is
that the SBA must surmount an island, he finds support from the
why, even though we know from
image problem. "The basic poor people, his people, those
the beginning that Ivanhoe
problem with the SBA," says with no education, no hope , no.
Martin will fail .in his quest, we
one candidate for office, "is that chance to ever become other than
all root for him.
nobody knows what it does and they are. His fight becomes their
"The Harder They Come" has
what it · can do. " The time has fight.
been released several times in
come for the SBA to reevaluate
Ivan fails in his fight, of
various theaters over the last few
its role. Be they problems of course; but then what 'did you
years, and judging from the size
image or substance, the SBA will expect? How could he win?
of the audiences, is likely to be
not be' a significant force unless Take over the ganja trade? The
again. Keep an eye on the
it can obtain the support of the record industry? No, it doesn't
newspapers, and catch it the
student body.
happen thj t way. All of us know
next time' it comes around.

DoesS8A measure up?
by Jim O'Hare, .
The prevailing wisdom
concerning student activism
holds that the past few years
h ave seen a decline in
extra-curricular interests. This
has forced student government
to assume a new, low profile.
Fordham Law School has not
escaped that trend. But if the
past few years can b~ described
as "low profile student
government," 1974-1975 marks
• the year the SBA abandoned the
low profile in favor of virtual
invisibility.
.
The Advocate has spoken to a
number of students, members of
the SBA, and candidates for
SBA office. Here are some of the
reasons cited for the present
state of the SBA:
" ·'Failure Somewhere'?
-nobody is certain about the
cause of the SBA's decline - has
tile SBA failed the student body,
or has the student body failed in
not giving the SBA the backing
it needs? It is hard to determine
where the vicious circle began,
but what is c~rtain is that the
SBA simply is not a major factor .
in life at Fordham Law $chQol.
-'-whether there is even a need
for the SBA is a question that is
sometimes brought up. Student
interest is not strong, perhaps
because the student needs at a
. law school are not great. "Law
school is like a job for. many
students," says one SBA officer,
"and the average student comes
to classes and leaves right after
them." For the student who
may be married or works full
time, the SBA appears to have
little to offeL
Poor Attendance
- attendance at SBA meetings
is poor. Meetings are sandwiched
between 5 and 6 PM to
accommodate day and night
student delegates. Questions that
take a long time to iron out can
monopolize an entire meeting.
One long winded speaker can
make any meeting a .sleeper.
The makeup of the
members of the SBA - Class
Officers comprise the majority
of SBA delegates, but SBA
officers complain that nobody is
ever willing to devote the time
and effort. Peter Holmes,
President of the SBA citing the
inability of the SBA to get
people to do work, said that one
of the major reasons the SBA
has not achieved more is that
people are eifher not willing to
come forward , or once they do,
they often duck out when they
realize the amount of work to be
don e. The SB A s peakers
program and teacher evaluation
are two projects that have
suffered from this problem.

Holmes personally was forced to
type up the student directory.
Not Activists
One former SBA member
who left disillusioned blames the
makeup of the SBA" "The SBA
members_ by and large are not
activists." Activists in law school
are more often out working for
legal aid, or on a clinical '
program, or another job. An
activist does not tend to be
involved in school matters when
his or her talents can be used in
the outside world.
- Administration support is
weak. Financially, the SBA is
allotted $3500 by the
Administration. This compares
with $30,000 budgeted to the
SBA at· Brooklyn Law School.
Perhaps more significantly, in
SBA-Administration dealings the
Administration bargains from a
position of strength
particularly when it knows the
SBA does not have widespread
student support. Hence, the role
of the SBA as a bargaining agent
for student interests is
diminished.
Mundane Chores
- the SBA is saddled with
many mundane, time consuming
cho.r es. Blue Cross, locker
assignments, printing exams, are
examples of important activities
that take up much of the time of
those who do devote time. The
Administration often dumps
chores on the SBA that nobody
el s e is willing to take
responsibility for. Graduation,
orientation, student directories
and 'the like are handled by the
SBA . With all these
administrative chores, little time
is left for work on substantive
issues.
SBA Unnecessary
- One argument against the
need for the SBA is that when a
need arises for a particular
problem, students are intelligent
enough to form ~ ffective ad hoc
committees without an SBA.
For instance, the student co-op
bookstore was created and
functions entirely independently
of the SBA. Two active special
interest groups ~ BALSA and
Fordham Law Women - have
also arisen on their own.
But counter to this argument
can be cited the problem of the
Placement Office, which evokes
most of the complaints made at
the school. Yet no group has
arisen ad hoc to meet this very
serious problem that affects
most students. (The problem
could be handled by the SBA.
Lack of action on the part of the
SBA concerning placement is
one o f the most graphic
examples of the ' SBA failing to
meet the nee ds of its

Hanlon:

'Flunking out is h~'!"~d' 'Ct~~1
by Peter Sherman
Fear of Flunking may go the
way of the dinosaur, if present'
trends continue. ' The Law
School Flunkor (or Flunkee ) is
described as a vanishing species,
if not a dying breed.
The "rate of attrition" at
Fordham University School of
Law has dropped to ifs lowest
. point ever, abol,lt 3%, according
to Assistant Dean Robert M.
Hanlon, Jr. "The number of F's
are getting smaller and smaller
each year" in terms of absolute
numbers, Hanlon says.
The well-known " bell-shaped
, ', curve, " which determines from
" raw scores" whose chimes are
rung and for whom the bell tolls,
is based on failure rates of years
past. But who flut:lks and who
flies is "a judgement that has to
be made by eacn person giving

the course ," Jlccording to
Hanlon. "They [the professors]
know what a good examination
paper is, what it should be," he
says.
Hanlon says there is no
"arbitrary wash-out rate".
"Years ago it was very high
because you had many more
people in the school who were
not academically as qualified as
a class today. In many cases they
proved whether or not they'd
survive by how they did in first
year. Today, it's just the quality
of student is so much better,"
Hanlon says.
Years ago, of course, there
was no · LSAT to screen
3;pplicants by measuring (or
try'ing to measure ) as
scientifically as possible .the
applicant's chance of fu ture
success in school and in practice.
Abe Lincoln's shovel wouldn'.t

computer.
In the last 14 years - since
the LSAT, and since the Law.
School moved to Lincoln Center
- the average LSAT score of
those applying has risen steadily,
as have the number of those
applying.
In 1961, 632 applicants
averaged 496 on the LSAT. Last
year, 4,021 applicants averaged
630.
Hanlon says , the current first
year claSs in the Day division is
"about the right size," while the
Evening division first year c~ass
is "a little larger than we had
anticipated. "
He cites "the tremendous
number of extremely good
applications" for the Evening
division as the reason why more
were accepted.
"There were people you
COUldn't turn down. They were
Continued on p . 8
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Jewish att'ys
fight for rights

COLPA:
_ by Aaron Reichel
For years a minority group
comprising no more than about
3% of the citizens of the United
States has been in the forefornt
of nearly every fight for the
downtrodden and/or minority
·blocs within this country-but
its own. A rabbi marched arm in
arm with Martin Luther King, Jr.
in his most celebrated marches,
representing the disproportionately high percentage of Jews
among the whites in the NAACP
and the civil rights movement in
general. Samuel Gompers, a
London-born Jew of Dutch
origin, was a founder and the
first president of the American
Federation of Labor (AFL). A
Jew named Hillquit led the
Socialist party to record votes in
New York City mayoralty
elections over fifty years ago. In
recent times, Bella Abzug, a
fo rmer Hebrew School teacher
in an Orthodox synagogue, has
become virtually a symbol of
women's lib. The anti-war and
other anti-establishment student
movements, most notably at
Columbia, that galvanized the
country were and remain
inspired in large measure by
Jewish students.
Name the cause, and you
will undoubtedly have found
Jews fighting the establishment
to break old barriers. Incredibly,
not until 1965 did a minority of
a minority a group of
Ort~odox Jews - band together
to form an organization with a
raison d'etre of providing legal
protection for those Jews that
wished to assert their religiosity.
That is, the right to practice
their religion ih addition to
believing in it.

I

I

The Advocate
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Mr. Dennis Rapps, Executive
Director of this organization, the
National Jewish Commission on
La wand Public Affairs
(COLPA), explained the need
. for and the uniqueness of his
organization as follows: "The
existing Jewish defense
organizations that attempted to
defend Jewish interests served a
very useful purpose. They
provided the service of helping
Jews from overseas fight against
discrimination because they
were Jewish. But their focus was
to see to it that Jews be
considered the same as all
others. They didn't focus on our
DIFFERENCES based on
religious practices or move in ·a
concerted way to protect our
special needs. "Thus, for
example, they didn't necessarily
protect a Sabbath observer'
(whose religion forbids work
from sundown Friday to
sundown Saturday) if fie would
be fired, qua a Sabbath observer,
but they protected him, if at all,
only if he were being treated
differently
from others," he
explained. As long as all people
would be treated according to
the same yardstick, even though
members of certain groups might
have special needs based on their
religious convictions, they were
generally satisfied. They did not
as . a rule, consider it their
fun c t ion t o' sec u r e
accommodation by an employer
to an employee's religious needs '
to abstain from work on his'
Sabbath or other holy day.
"They apparently felt that the
concept of freedom of religion
in Ameriea as embodied In the
Fint Amendment didn't proteet
- relitlous ri..... in an air......
way. Their pbilo.opbIes we...t

cases. Of these about 40 are
resolved by legal proceedings.
" We do n't like to go to court,"
asserts the incumbent president,
attorney Sidney Kwestel. "Our
goal is -not to have to fight."
A primary catalyst for the Very often the problems can be
formation of COLP A, Rapps
resolved by a single quick phone
continued, was the opinion held'
call to the employer. At times
by the leaders of these the employer simply has to be
organizations, contrary to the informed as to his legal
view s of the Orthodo x obligations and the complainant,
leadership, that the first
in turn, must be apprised of his
amendment prohibited aid of
rights. "We generally try to
any kind even to the secular
convince the companies on ' an
departments of day schools
individual level but most of the Barbara Lehmann, Student Coordinator of COLP A, National
established in order to provide
cases we bring have Commission on Law and Public Affairs.
pupils with two sets of
industry-wide implications"
educations, religious and secular.
explains Kwestel. "Actually," he holidays (traditional Judaism implications, but has not as yet
The burden of support of
continued, "it's not simply a considers it a desecration of the formally taken a position on this
building campaigns and tuition
self-serving accommodation state honor of the dead to delay the matter. Generally, we do not
payments for students of these
also has an interest in equal burial even by a day) and the
schools in Jewish communities - employment opportunity. We're right to die free of fear of being take positions on purely political
whose school systems are all also not asking for something for chopped up by a doctor issues. We also don't put out a
essentially autonomous - falls nothing. We expect our clients conducting an autopsy press release every time
on the most religiously inclined to cooperate fully with the (traditional Judaism considers somebody sneezes. We only
(and for related reasons often employer in return. Time taken wilfull mutilation of a human comment on issues publicly
the most financially for religious observance must body - dead or alive - to be a when we feel we can affect the
outcome and when we are
hard-pressed) members of either be made up or an desecration. )
involved substantively in the
communitie s . The s e appropriate deduction from
President Kwestel sees
predominantly middle and lower salary is made. It's also very COLPA as basically a "service matter."
income members of society in interesting how companies often organization." About ten other "While the issues are not simple,
effect save public school systems say 'We don't think we can do . organizations channel their there is a general consensus on
hundreds of dollars worth of it,' yet once they find out that members' PJoblems to COLPA, many issues within the
expenses per student ahd merely the law requires them to do it, and are represented by COLPA Orthodox community, which
ask in return for a pittance of a they discover how easy it is, and in major litigation. They lends itself to representation by
COLPA. On occasion, the
subsidy for a fraction of the cost that they can do itl"
contribute, in varying degrees of American Jewish Congress, the
of the curriculum in secular areas.
Although Sabbath observance informality, to COLPA's brief~. American Jewish Committee
When established Jewish problems remain the major
When pressed for a comment and'l or the Anti Defamatio~
organizations began bringing and focus. Other areas of concern to
on the effects of the proposed League have joined with
joining court cases challenging COLPA range from the right to
Equal Rights Amendment which COLPA, as has The Legal Aid
the right to even such limited wear beards on the job (by .
many religious groups of all Society.
subsidies, the pent -up "ultr_a Orthodox" Jews in
faiths oppose due in large
frustrations of those destined to
Mr. Kwestel, in conclusion,
measure to its potential effects
form COLPA demanded release. particular, many of whom
harped on a theme he had been
consider shaving to be on the family unit, Mr. Rapps
hammering at consistently.
prohibited by Jewish law), to answered: "We certainly are in
"There is no organization we
"No organized. group was problems that affect the favor of equal opportunities for
WOUldn't cooperate with in
available to the Orthodox mainstream of Orthodox Jewry, all. However, there are some
advancing the rights of the
community having the legal like aid to the secular programs possible adverse implications in
Orthodox Jewish community."
talent or the expertise to carry offered in day schools which terms of how the amendment, if
COLPA's headquarters are
their views to the courts many Jews consider essential to adopted, would be interpreted.
located at 66 Court Street
effectively at that point, "said their spiritual survival, COLPA has advised the
'
Mr. Rapps. "It was determined immediate burial on legal Orthodox organizations as to the . Brooklyn, New York 11201.
that the new organization.
•
wouldn't be dire<;t1y affiliated .
with any existing organization, in
geared to the principle of
ac c ommoda t io n; t h e i r
supporters weren 't geared to it;
nor were their staffs."

r,nanc,al a,·d.•
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..ntth·Applications to go via ETS

by P. Michael Puleo
It has become commonplace
in recent months to explain and
blame everything on the
worsening condition of our
economy. For the last few weeks
posters have instructed students
wishing to apply for financial aid
for the Fall of 1975 to pick up
their GAPF AS forms in the
Dean's Office. To date this
office has given out about 100
more of these forms than were
distributed at the same time last
year. Unemployment figures
rise; the cost of education goes
up; _ inflation weakens fixed
incom~s;
the requests for
financial aid accelerate. Why not
blame the economy?
Whatever the cause, Dean
William J. Moore's office has
become a very busy place. In the
past few years, the increased
number o f applicants for
financial aid has delayed
COLPA has approximately decisions on scholarship awards.
m e m b e r s - a I I It was not at all unusual for
3 0 0
volunteers-nationwide, 95% of students to receive scholarships
whom are in the legal profession. weeks after their Fall tuition was
(The other 5% are social due and payable. To rectify this
scientists.) Of the 95% about 90% situation and put matters on an
are lawyers; the rest, law efficient basis; Fordham is now
students. (Those in the latter. requiring that all students send
category have an opportunity to their GAPFAS (the standard
research and draft proposed financial aid statement) forms to
legislation, investigate and write Princeton. {1;he - Educational
up commission reports and case Testing Service charges $1.00 for
briefs.) About 600 people call p~ing GAPFAS.} Prior to
COLPA's eentnl office in New - this ye....,. only the' first year
York lDIluaUy, wUk ......Ual ~udtnk appIitd_ ~e.. Jeaey.

"Historically, discrim ination," said Mr. Rapps, "was
always a question of intent. You
could do whatever you wanted
as long as you did it to
everybody equally. We of
CO LPA introduced the concept
of impact into the field of
religious ~iscrimination. Perhaps
our greatest achievement was the
1972 amendment to the Federal
Civil Rights Act of 1964 that we
drafted to secure religious
p r act i.c e pro t e c t ion
nation-wide." By this landmark
legislation also benefits
adherents to the Worldwide
Church of God, the Seventh Day
'Adventists Church, and Seventh
Day Baptists. In fact, although
COLPA has drafted the law, a
non-Jewish senator from one of
these denominations sponsored
the bill-"which was very
helpful."

Under established formulae ETS matching grant. The alumni
contributed, making available
will estimate individual need.
The Law School Scholarship $20,000 for minority students.
Committee will then use these Dean Moore estimated however
estimates to decide how much to that of the total scholarships
award the numerous applicants actually given, minority students
from the financial - funds received close to $32,000.
budgeted for the law school by 7 Fordham's budget figures are
not yet available, but it seems
the university.
Dean Moore, in a recent likely that to accomodate the
interview, expressed the hope increased number of applicants
that this budget figure will be . the size of the individual awards
increased slightly to reflect the will be reduced proportionately.
increas.ed student needs. The Of course not all making
University , however, is by no application will be deemed to be
sufficient
need for a
means immune to economic in
pressures, and the Dean said that scholarship. These students will
he would not be surprised if the have to turn to outside loans and
figure remained the same as last other sources to meet their
financial requirements. The law
year.
The University granted the school at this time has only
law school $115,000 in tuition limited funds available for
remission and an additional studen-t loans and· then,
$45,250 was available from generally, only on a short term
outside sources. At this time basis.
According to Rich Spooner,
approximately 17% of the law
school enrollment receives 3B, of BALSA, however, some
scholatships from Fordham. This minority students who might
percentage· does not include otherwise have ~nrolled at
those receiving scholarships from Fordham this year were forced
outside sources, students who to choose · other law schools
receive veteran benefits, those because notification of financiai
receiving state supported loans, aid came too late.
and law review editors (who
By using Princeton, Dean
receive scholarships for their
Moore
expects applicants to be
labors).
Last year University President notified of the decisions of the
Finlay made available $10,000 financial aid committee by the
for minority studeltt end of June. Because of
Fordham's ''rolling'' .adreiIIiOn&
schoIanbipa prorided that the
Con til'illed '011 ",... 2 .
·Iaw lehool alumni. made' a
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Jurists study Fed'I8ar
admissions standards
by Nick Santangelo

A draft of proposed rules of
admission to federal District
Courts in the Second Circuit was
published last Fall. 172 (83)
NYLJ Oct. 27, 1974. The panel
of twenty-two attorneys which
did the drafting had been
appointed by Chief Judge Irving
R. Kaufman, and counted
among its members Dean Joseph
M. McLaughlin. The proposed
rules set up minimal standards,
based on education and
experience, for practice in the
trial and appellate courts of the
Second Circruit, which includes
New York, Connecticut, and
Vermont. They are a product of
the concern for the quality of
representation in . th'e federal
courts that ' was first voiced
publicly in an address given at
this school by Chief JusticeWarren E. Burger on Nov. 26,
1973.
The most prominent features
of the proposed rules are the
requirement that an applicant
for admission have successfully
completed a course in trial
advocacy, while attending law
school or after graduation, and
the requirement that an
applicant have had specific
experience in litigation. There
would be two ways in which this
latter requirement might be met: '
by the applicant having helped
prepare and attend, or
participate in, the hearing of
four proceedings, two of which
would have to be in a federal
court, or -by having the applicant

observe six complete hearings,
three of them federal. In either
al ternative, testimony would
have to be taken on the merits
of a disputed issue in each of the
proceedings, and the titles of the
proceedings, the names of the
courts, etc. would have to be set
forth.
The proposals have provoked
a variety of responses. On Nov.
20 the New .York Law Journal
reported that a letter had been
received by Chief Judge
Kaufman from the faculty of
New York Law School which
opposed the proposed change on
the ground that it could lead to
a set of conflicting rules for
admission to the bar in the
different circuits. The N. Y. Law
faculty urged that the problem
was one better handled at the
national level , where uniformity
could be directly achieved.
On Nov. 21 the committee,
chaired by Robert L. Clare, Jr.
of She!man and Sterling, held
hearings on the issue, and many
of the arguments .raised were
against the proposals. Associate
Dean Faust Rossi of Cornell Law
School cited · the lack of
diligence and preparation as
causes more fundamental to the
problem of poor representation
than the lack of qualifications.
Profe ss or Lesnick , of
Penns y lvania Law School,
pinpointed the incompetence of
the contemporary bar as the real
culprit, and criticized the
"grandfather clause" effect of

r-------....;;;.--,;.;.---..;.-------------.

JOIN THE THIRD
BIGGEST FAMILY
·I N THE WORLD

the proposed rules. Yet little or
nothing was heard that day in
denial of the existence of the
problem of poor representation.
One committeeman produced
the results of interviews with
Southern District judges, alleging
in,competence in 15% to 75% of
practicing attorneys.
The accuracy of those figures
was 'impliedly disparaged,
(photo by Peter Sherman)
however, in a lengthy statement Dean in the News: Dean Joseph M. McLaughlin served on the
by Federal Judge Jack B. committee which drafted proposed rules of admission to federal
Weinstein of the Eastern district courts. In an unrelated development, the Dean also
District, published in the Law announced a significant cost-saving measure (see page 8.).
Journal on Dec. 5, strongly
opposing the Clare Committee's
proposed rules. Judge Weinstein "traditional jobs for about Federal Bar Council's
asserted that the quality of 16,500 new lawyers each year"}. Committee on Second Circuit
In addition, he maintained Courts have gone on record as
representation in his court is
"generally high," and cited a that federal practice, in its opposing the proposed rules.
scarcity of judges as one genuine pleadings, etc., is actually 172 (111) NYLJ Dec. 10, 1974;
reason for trial difficulties. simpler than state practice, and and 172 (118) NYLJ Dec. 19,
Finding that the committee's therefore there need be no 1974.
There has been, however, no
premium on experience was stricter standards that its
dearth of support for the
unwarranted , the Judge practitioners should meet.
commented on novices who had
Finally, Judge Weinstein proposed rules. Former Federal
performed before him as completely rejected any notion .Judge Simon H. Rifkind, in a
competently as seasoned that the federal bar and its statement published Dec. 9 in
litigators, "To a large extent the judges constituted an elite group the Law Journal, replied directly
problems of the trial attorneys within the American legal to Judge Weinstein's argument,
are due to character and system. In this regard he pointed and strongly advocated their
temperament rather than defects out the increasing load of small adoption. "The proposed Rule
will not make Ciceros out of
in training or experience. cases, involving individual
Economic pressures , poor habits litigants, which fell upon courts stutterers, but it will give a
learned in the past in trial such as his, and said , "The measure of assurance to a client
courts, and emotional constitution and federal code are that his lawyer knows the
difficulties are at the root of not some theoretical protection language of the courtroom," he
many of our problems." Raising in th e sky. They furnish said.
The Council on Legal
the maximum fee of $1,000 in practical safeguards for
Education for Professional
criminal cases would be a real individuals, requiring courts to
s t e p toward alleviating the . deal with gritty problems of Responsibility, a group funded
problem, in Judge Weinstein's everyday life" The danger by the Ford Foundation , has
also praised the proposed rules,
view.
presented by the proposed rules
which it considers beneficial to
He asserted further- that law the Judge continued, is that
the public interest, insofar as
students are better trained than " ... restricting admission to the
they .assure an "acceptable level
ever before and more talented, federal bar will restrict entry of
of starting competence." The
using figures from the U.S. litigants into the federal courts.
Council found significant a black
Department of Labor to support Lawyers admitted only to
·lawyer's testimony before the
his contention that increased practice in state courts will tend
Clare Committee to a special
com pet it ion has bee n to overlook the possible federal
need for such training among
responsible for more highly remedy."
black lawyers who are not taken
qualified graduates (i.e. 150,000
Since the publication of
in and trained in large numbers
people taking the LSAT each Judge Weinstein's statement
by the big law firms. 173 (7)
year; 50,000 law school both the Association of the Bar
NYLJ Jan. 10, 1975.
'
graduates each year; and.l' of the City of New York and the

Imagine an order of 22,000 priests and brothers in 73 countries
around the world. (That's a pre tty big family.)
But that s what the Salesians of St. John Bosco are all about-a
large family of community-minded men dedicated to the service of
youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In 1taly in the 1880's a chance mee ting be tween a poor pries t and
a street urchin served to create a movement of such success that it is
still growing today. Don Bosco became the priest who brought
youth back from the streets-and back to God.
He reasoned that a progro,m of play, learn and pray would make
useful citizens of the world." He crowded out evil with reason
, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheeard of) atmospher;
of family.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His work goes
on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools, guidance centers,
summer camps and missions. And his very human approach is very
evident in the family spirit of ·the Salesians. This is the way he
wanted it. This is the way it is. '{'he Salesian experience isn't
learned-it's lived.

MARINO
96% of Fordham's class of
,

'74 who took the Marino

course passed the first time.

~----------------------------For more information about Salesian Priests and Brothers, mail this
coupon to:
Father Joseph Maffei, S.D.B. Room A
SALESIANS of St. John Bosco
Box 639, New Rochelle, N. Y. 10802

Interested? Contact:

I am in teres ted in the Priesthood _ _ _ _ _ __
Brotherhood _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Street Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip ________

Pho~_~_ _ _ _~_~--~-----------

."

"
EducatioIJ _ _ _ _.,--_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.:._ _ _ _ __

.. .~f. . -

'..

YourCurrentJob _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~----~··-

L ____ _________________________

Bob Del Grosso 3A
.Graham Clarke 3B·
Paul·-Becker·4E

~

__________________________. ____________ _

~
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Governor names Quinn
to new panel on crime
by Lofton Holder
Governor-elect Hugh Carey
announced in December, 1974
the creation of a special task
force to review law enforcement
in New York State. The
Governor asked Professor Quinn
to serve on this task force.
ProfesSor Quinn was one of
the original incorporators of the
Legal Services Corp_, an
organization that provides legal
assistance to the poor. He served
on its' Board of Directors from
1967 to 1972, and was
Chairman from 1970 to 1972.
From this experience he became
well versed in problems
confronting the urban poor.
Ou~tanding among these was
drug abuse.
Newspaper coverage of the
drug situation in the late 1960's
and early 1970's and the
growing use of drugs on
campuses and in middle class
suburbs aroused Quinn's interest
in the nation's policies and laws
regulating drug use. He became
active in setting up drug clinics;
for tlxample, he helped organize
the Horizon Project. This led to
his serving - as a research
consultant in 1971-12 to the
Shaffer 'Committee, the
Congressional Committee on
Marijuana and Drug Abuse.
Quinn then started a seminar for
students at Fordham entitled
"Narcotics and the Legal
Process." Since that time"he has
authored a book with Professor
Gerald McLaughlin for West
Publishing on the subject.
In 1973, he again wrote a
book with Professor
McLaughlin. They wrote on
Iran's drug policies and laws.
Currently the Quinn is involved
in a five-city study on
methadone clinics.
On the Governor's task force,
Quinn intends to ser.ve on the
Narcotics Subcommitte and the
Subcommittee on Prosecution.
He feels that the two are
interrelated ar d plans to bring
this interrelationship into focus.
.
In 1973, for example, there
were 15,000 narcotic arrests
alone. Ten million dollars of
taxpayers' monies were spent on
policy and "buy-money." Only
3 percent or 432 defendants
were sent t.o state prisons. To
solve the problem, some
advocate making less arrests.
Ex-commissioner Murphy
suggested that only target crimes
be investigated. Professor Quinn
feels if· there were no narcotics
laws, 10 million dollars would be
freed for meaningful law
enforcement and a 600-700 man
force would be freed to do the
job. The professor would like to
review the Rockefeller law to
determine its practicality in light
of what is done in practice. He
said tha~ a person who is
arrested for possession in
Rochester will be prosecuted; a
person in New York City will
not be arrested. Quinn added
that citizens have · pseudo
security with the laws as they
now stand; they feel safe with
the laws on the books.
The task force will assist the
Governor in determining the
troubleso,ne points in the law
and , the measures state
government can take to alleviate
them. He said, "Laws should be
effective; they should not be
unjust. The System must see
that they are reasonable,
workable and effective."

What are his personal views
on the n a' r cotics laws,
specifically marijuana? Quinn
feels that the marijuana laws are
not enforced in this state. He
feels that the drug is not
dangerous as compared to
alcohol . and that the social
consequences of alcohol abuse
are worse. For example , an
alcoholic will neglect his
children for that "eye-opener,"
while a marijuana smoker
doesn't experience the same
craving. On the other hand ,
Quinn strongly disfavors use of
mariJ'uana by children. He also
said that since marijuana use has
been suppressed for a long time,
many people will try it out of

:~~~~:~thr~~i~~~~:::c~~

a dvertising campaigns to
· Iat e use by th ose wh0
st Imu
1y no tuse
't
wou ld ord"
man
I.
Regulation of advertising or even
control of sale could be
established by a commission
such as in the case of the liquor
industry, according to the
professor. Since these
regulations would have to be
enforced, they would require an
additional expenditure of money
and manpower that Quinn
would rather see put into
enforcement of gun control
laws.
The present drug law was
not drafted with great foresight
according to Quinn. He said that
the glaring problem is
methadone abuse. Methadone is
a synthetic opiate dispensed to
add i c t s asp art 0 f a
detoxification program. Its sale
carries the same penalties as the
sale of heroin. The sale of one
ounce of heroin is an A-I felony
carrying a penalty of 15 years to
life.
Any person with an ounce of
heroin is deemed to be a dealer.
Methadone is dispensed at the
clinic in doses exceeding one
ounce. If a recipient sells one
half of his dose , he could be
subjected to the same penalties
~

as the heroin dealer. Quinn
called this absurd and said that
consequently the police officers
do not arrest and District
Attorneys do not try to get
felony indictments in such cases.
Carey promised in his
campaign that he would work to
c!ecriminalize marijuana use. The
task force will lay the
foundation for that
decriminalization. They will also
attempt to formulate a rational
approach to the entire criminal
justice system in New York
State. Professor Quinn will be
playing an active part
in this Pr0 f• Th omas Qumn
.
.
h
.
reIaxes
wh'llee
mcarOeY'svtaskefor:ce on criminal jU,stice . .
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Dean cans '77ers,;lceeps'rug
By Bruce Hearey
and John Ingraham
•.
In a surprise move, Dean
Joseph M. McLaughlin
announced that the class of
.1977 has been abolished.
Questioned on the move, he
stated: "It's a simple matter of
economics. In these hard times
we just couldn't afford to retain
such a large student body."
McLaughlin admitted that the
decision was likely to be met
with disapproval, especially
among the displaced ·first year
students, but commented
f u r ther: "We had to do
something. Floodings in the
bathrooms! Doubling up on
lockers! Wear and tear on the
candy machines! The situation
just got out of hand We hated
like heck to do t~ls, but we
could_see no way around it. It
was either this; or sell the green
rug in the lobby."
Opposition Foreseen
The Dean foresees possible
opposition to his move, but
thinks the wisdom of his action
will become apparent before too
long. "Once you bite the bullet,
the worst is over," he said.
"Every storm has its. calm, and

God knows , you don't need a
weatherman at 140 West' 62nd
Street." Pressed for ' the
economic benefits expected to
accrue to the school as a result
of this .move, McLaughlin cited,
as exa~ples, the reduction in the
number of blue books required
for the Spring exams and savings
in wear and tear on classroom
furniture and fixtures. Asked
why the first year class was
singled out for abolition,
McLaughlin responded: "They' d
been here the shortest amount
of time, so we figured they had
the least to lose."
Confidential Survey
But sources close to the Dean
indicated that additional factors
in fl uenced the decision.
Reportedly, there has ' been
widespread dissatisfaction with
the class of 1977's failure to
become more involved in school
activities. A recent confidential
survey revealed that not one first
year student had joined either
the Law Review or the Urban
Law Journal. In addition, the
survey showed that not one
member of the former class of
1977 was enrolled in any
Clinical Program. Most
shockingly, not one of the
former tyroes signed up for an
elective either first or second
semester, indicating to the
Dean 's pollsters a total
indifference to preparing for
legal careers and collectively '
the first year' class 'demonstrated
a very poor grasp of such
required law courses as
Evidence, Corporations and
Remedies.
Favorable Reactions
Dean McLaughlin's move
received immediate support
from library spokesman Gersten
Rappaport. Reached for
comment, he said: "It's a great
day for us. The library's beel).
especially crowded this year and
I've calculated that our
book-to-student ratio will show
a marked increase, placing us
second only to Harvard."
Voicing the thoughts of many
upperclassmen , one second year
student remarked : "Now maybe
I'll be able to find
table in
Blackacre at lunchtime."
No Rebates
Asked if the severed students
would get a tuition rebate, a
University spokesman said: "Not
on G. Gorden's gl}ost. No way.
If we gave the money back, this
WOUldn't be such a great
econo\DY move. Let them go
ahead and sue, we've got some
of the best legal minds in the
State right here. And with what
the Dean knows about the ins
and outs of the CPLR-they'll
never even get past the
pleadings."

ear 0 f f Iunk ·Ing.
no f ound a t-lo·n .
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continued (rom page 5
thatgood,"Hanlonsays.
unexpected number of
Is Fordham Law Schools's "acceptances of acceptances,"
current enrollment too high? could the School reduce the
Will the School try to trim it by enrollment by raising standards?
raising its standards?
"That's almost akin to
"if you hit 1200 students, thinning a herd, and that's not
then you would have to start really an educational function,"
thinking in terms not only of Hanlon says.
having the 'mini-sections' in
"There is no way the school
Torts and Contracts and Legal can m~ndate those standards,"
Wri ting, but moving to he adds. "The standards that
. 'mini-section' in second year have to be applied are the
required courses, third year standards of the individual man
required courses," Hanlon says, or woman marking the
because of "room size, building papers ... There is no mandate
size."
that "x" number of people get
But the student population an F."
now is 1,096, just 96 more than
The rate of attrition, of
the physical pl ant was designed course, still exists, small as it
to accomodate, and Hanlon says may be, but the term is not only
that presents "no real problem." less elegant but also less inclusive
In fact, Hanlon says, "The than "flunk-out rate". It
number we're dealing with now encompasses those who are
are more manageable than they unwilling to continue in law
were three years ago," when school, as well as those who are
enrollment was swelled by unable. The first category,
applications from Viet Nam era according to some professors, is
veterans.
at least as large as the latter.
Procedures being adopted by
Law .school Flunkors and
I a w s c h 001 s and other Flunkees are expected to grow
professional schools throughout fewer in number. ' The few who
the country are designed to remain may nev~r be able to join
ensure admission of only as the high-powered legal firms
many students as the institutions they once dreamed of, and may
want. If the Law School were be forced to join the bald
taken by surprise anyway, by an eagle ... perhaps even the kiwi.

Faculty Reaction
The faculty assessment of the
situation was mixed. Asked if
the first year students could do
anything for themselves,
Professor John D. Calamari
remarked: "I don't know, but
one thing's for sure; they' won't
get that next year in Remedies."
Professor Robert A. Kessler
labelled Dean McLaughlin's act;
"Clearly ultra vires." He stated
that although the action would
be valid in Ghana, ~'It's
definitely a no-no here."
Reached for his comment on
wheth'er the jettisoned would-be
jurisists had any legal or
equitable remedies, Father
Whalen replied: "Their only
Constitutional grounds would be
based on the Fourteenth
Amendment, but since the entire
class has been abolished,
technically there would be no
class discrimination. As I see it,
they're up Constitution creek,
without a cause of action."
Next Year
It is not clear, as yet, what
effect this move will have on
future incoming classes. The best
solution, according to Dean
Hanlon, may be for future
classes to take both their first
and
second years
simuJtaneiously. Hanlon
acknowledged that a course load
of Corporations, Remedies,
Evidence, Contracts, Civil
Procedure, Legal Writing,
Constitutional Law, Property,
Torts and Moot Court would
total 23 class hours per week for
future Freshmen, but he noted:
~ "The applicants we're getting are
better each year, so they should
be able to handle it. In fact, the
only problem I foresee is in the
area of exam schedules."

Student Reaction
One first year student took
the news philosophically: "I'm
sort of relieved: I wasn't doing.
too well anyway, and I needed a
little push to get me to quit.
This will do it." Told to clean
ou t his. locker, another
Freshman was heard to say: "I
had an 88 average first semester.
I coulda been on Law Review. I
coulda got a job on the 'Street."
I coulda been somebody, not
just a palooka from
Poughkeepsie. Now ... I'm
nothing ... I'm a bum."
Mike Moore of the surviving
second year class, announced the
organization of a gala
Termination Tang to celebrate
the dropping of the first year
students. All upperclassmen are
invited.

